
Wallyball Rules- Carlisle Young Professionals. 
TEAM COMPOSITION- 
 

1. Each team is comprised of 4 players, at least one of which must be 
female. 

 
2. No team may field more than 3 male players on the court at one time.  If 

a team fields only 3 players, one of those players must be female.  Any 
team that fields less than 3 players will forfeit the scheduled sets unless 
both teams agree not to require a forfeit. 
 

3. Substitutions are permitted within the regular season provided that the 
substitute has signed a league waiver.   
 

4. No substitutes are permitted in the playoffs except under Rule 5. 
 

5. Injury Substitute-  A player may find an injury substitute for the team that 
may play in the playoffs provided (a) the team abides by the rule that 
one active player is female, (b) the injury substitute is provided to the 
CYP Sports Committee 48-hours prior to the games beginning in Week 
6 and (c) the injured player does not play for the remainder of the 
season. 

 
 
 
GAMES-  
 
 
1.  40-minute time limit.  

2.  Play 3 sets, each to 15 points.  Team must win by 2 points.  If a team 
reaches 21, that team wins. 

3.  If time runs out prior to completion of three sets, the teams will play their 
current set until a team reaches 7 points.  If a team is beyond 7 points, then 
the higher scoring team wins the set when time runs out. 

4.  Teams will volley for serve in the first set of a match.  The losing team 
will serve first in subsequent sets.  



5. Scoring will be rally scoring until 12 points is reached.  When a team 
reaches 12 points, it may only score off of their service.  A team shall maintain 
service by the same server for as long as they continue to score without a 
score by the other team. 

6.  Limit: 2 time outs, 30 seconds each per game.  

7.  A 5 minute injury time out can be awarded to the team with an injury by 
referee.  

8.  Two minute breaks are permitted between sets.  Teams will switch 
sides after every set played. 

9. A maximum of three consecutive contacts per side after a serve or block 
attempt are allowed to return the ball.  If a team uses three consecutive 
contacts, one of the three must be by a female. 

10. Out of bounds is when a ball while crossing the net hits the ceiling, back 
wall of opponent’s side or two walls consecutively on service, volley or block.  

11.  Ceiling on own side is out of bounds if own player hits a ball off of it.  

12. A team’s own back wall is in bounds except directly on a serve, i.e. no 
server may use the back wall on the initial hit. 

13.  Any served ball that hits the net and goes over shall require a re-serve.  
If a serve hits the net but does not go over, then the serving team loses the 
serve and/or point.  

14.  If server catches the ball on service toss, the server can replay the 
serve.  

15.  Service order must be kept prior to serving.  Teams may choose any 
other offensive/defensive arrangement provided that the service order is kept. 

16.  If a ball on any hit goes between the net and wall, a replay is awarded.  

17.  If the ball is only partly across the net, and the opponent hits it, it is 
good.  

18.  Touching the net is not allowed by players, unless the ball is driven into 
the net and the net hits the player.  



19.  In the attack, the player must contact the ball before the ball has 
completely crossed over the net.  

20.  Blocker(s) can reach over the net to block, providing the other team has 
made its third contact of the ball.  

21.  The opponent cannot block the set. If any part of the ball has crossed 
the vertical plane, a free ball is in effect and both teams are entitled to it.  

22.  If two opposing players touch the net simultaneously the point is 
replayed.  

23. A ball crossing below the net across the vertical plane can be played back 
by your side it is not over (3) three hits.  

24. A ball on the vertical plane above the net is open to both sides.  

25. A ball passing through the side openings of the net on the 1st or 2nd 
contact is replayed.  If a ball hits the netting near the gallery on the 1st or 2nd 
shot, then the point will be replayed. (Court rule for YMCA) 

26. A double hit is only allowed on a block.  

27. If a ball is touched on a block, the team still has 3 hits and the blocker can 
make the any of these hits.  

28. Contacting two or more walls is allowed only by the team in possession of 
the ball on their own side, provided a player on that team touches the ball first. 
The ball must also be touched by another player before going over on multiple 
wall hit.  

29. Holding the ball at the top of the net by both sides is a replay.  

30. If two players on the same team, hit the ball simultaneously, it counts as 
one hit and either player can play the next hit.  

31. No climbing or using the walls or players assisting each other to gain 
height at the net.  

32. A ball can hit the back wall and over the net directly (when being played 
by your side), but if two walls are touched, another player must touch it before 
going over the net.  



33. If a ball spins across to the opponent’s side and back to yours on the 1st 
or 2nd hit, you can play your 2nd or 3rd hit. If it is on the 3rd hit that it spins 
back, loss of pint or side out occurs.  

34. A ball cannot contact below the waist. If a ball contacts below the waist, it 
is a dead ball. 

35. Rude conduct constitutes a warning, two penalties means expulsions.  

36. On a block, if two players touch the ball, the teams still has 3 hits.  

37. Blocking or attacking a serve is legal.  

The above basic rules are only to simplify the understanding of the game and 
should not in any way replace the interpretation of the official rule book.  

PLAYOFFS 

The playoffs will consist of a ten-team, single elimination bracket with byes by the 
top-6 teams based on winning percentage. 

If any tiebreaker is needed, the tiebreaker will be decided by “Rock, Paper, 
Scissors” between the team captains. 

The lowest four teams will be scheduled for a play-in game, thus there will be a 
7/10 seed match and an 8/9 seed match at the earliest time slot.  A game time 
change shall only occur with the consent of all participants affected and the CYP 
Sports Committee.  For example, if some members of the 8/9 seed cannot make the 
earliest game, that game time may change with the 3/6 seed game, provided that all 
members of those teams consent to the change, if that game occurs next.  All 
changes must allow the schedule to continue without interruption, i.e. the 8/9 game 
cannot switch to a later time with one of the top-two seed games, as that would be 
their next game. 

The playoffs shall be best of three sets.  Three sets shall only be played when the 
teams split the first two games. 

 

 



DISPUTES 

Any disputes regarding the outcome of games shall be sent to the CYP Sports 
Committee within 48 hours of the end of the game via email.  It shall include the 
name of the team, description of the nature of the dispute and action requested by 
disputing team.  In the event that a dispute affects another team, that team will be 
provided with 48-hours to respond to the dispute prior to a decision being 
rendered.  A decision regarding the dispute shall be rendered within one week of 
the last team’s deadline by non-participating members of the CYP Sports 
Committee or an independent arbiter chosen by the CYP Sports Committee.   

  

 


